What you need to know about artificial lawn

THE

BUYERS
GUIDE
to ARTIFICIAL LAWN

THINKING ABOUT | ARTIFICIAL LAWN
Our Australian climate has plenty of advantages over many other
places in the world, one of them being the benefit of enjoying an
outdoor lifestyle.

The flip side to our love for the outdoors is that water is a
valuable commodity and this is something that more and
more homeowners are taking into account when they plan
the design of the outdoor spaces of their property.
It isn’t just the quarterly bills that can worry people. As
everyone knows, water is essential to life and that we should
all do whatever we can to make sure we use it thoughtfully.
This is one of the reasons why having an artificial lawn
has become so popular. Keeping grass in good condition
can be time consuming as it needs so much continuous
maintenance.

Of course a lawn also soaks up a great deal of water, which
can lead to extra expense as well as wastage. Thinking about
having artificial lawn is something more people than ever are
doing, but the Australian climate reputedly has the harshest
UV levels in the world, so some synthetic grass is just not cut
out for the job.
At Australian Outdoor Living we set new standards of
excellence and innovation in outdoor living solutions and
that is why we are the market leader in instant artificial grass,
as well as in many other areas.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR | ARTIFICIAL LAWN
Artificial Lawn is becoming an increasingly popular
alternative to natural grass. Having come a long
way since its green-carpet-like appearance, these
days it’s hard to tell the difference! For exceptionally
realistic looking lawn, you do not need to look any
further than Australian Outdoor Living’s premium
range of durable Artificial Lawns.

Unique Thatching
Our artificial lawn is designed with a
unique thatching fibre tufted into the
base and our installation procedures
mean that it replicates the springy
and supportive characteristics of real
natural grass.

Australian Outdoor Living’s range of impressively
realistic Artificial Lawn, mimics nature with brown
curly thatching and with 3 pile heights, you can be
sure to find a lawn suitable for your yard.
As with all our products our qualified and friendly
consultants will provide you with complete
instructions and training on how to maintain your
lawn with our post/pre-installation care guide.

UV Resistant & Fade Protection

Pet & Allergy Friendly

UV is the single greatest threat to
Artificial Lawn. If yours is not properly
protected, you risk the bristles
disintegrating, the lawn changing
colour or fading over time. It’s for this
reason that your Artificial Lawn must
stand the test of time.

Artificial grass is a great solution for
allergy sufferers and our whole range
is 100% lead free and suitable for pets
too. Of course having an artificial lawn
means no mowing, no watering, no
pesticides, no fertilising and a perfect
lawn all the year round.

INSTALLATION | ARTIFICIAL LAWN
When you buy artificial lawn from Australian Outdoor
Living we look after every aspect for you, from the initial
free, no obligation quote and measuring service right up
to installation by our professional teams. Our installation
process is as follows:

PREPARATION
The lawn area is first dug out to approximately 50mm 100mm (dependent on soil and lawn type) in preparation
for special base material. In order to maintain your
guarantee and maximise the life expectancy of your lawn,
we recommend one of our professional installers to lay and
complete your project.
However you can save substantial money by carrying out
some of the basic preparation and digging work yourself and
our design consultant will give you all the information you
need to come to the best decision for you.

LEVELLING
The area is then completely levelled in preparation for base
materials which are then spread across entire area, screeded
and dampened in preparation for compacting.

COMPACTING & LAYING LAWN
Compacting ensures foundation integrity and only then
can the new turf be rolled out across the entire area. Each
sheet is strategically positioned to minimise join points and
trimmed to size. Each join is then reinforced with a unique
rubber strap to ensure no movement. We also pin the
lawn if necessary.

DEFIBRILLATION
Australian Outdoor Living has developed a unique machine
defibrillation process to ensure the lawn pile is raised and
consistent throughout the entire area and this is a critical
part of the process to make your lawn look perfectly
manicured.

FINISHING TOUCHES
After fine sand is spread evenly across the entire lawn,
brushed by hand to ensure an even lay and defibrillated
again by machine to finish, our professional installers
provide a final once over inspection.
The end result is nothing but a perfectly manicured lawn
left behind.

love Your Life outdoors
1300 13 13 49 | australianoutdoorliving.com.au
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Outdoor Blinds | Artificial Lawn
Roller Shutters | Pergolas & Verandahs | Carports & Decking
Fibreglass Swimming Pools | Concrete Swimming Pools | Spas & Swim Spas
Please note that not all products are available in every state. For a list of
products available in your state, please see our website.
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